
 

 FACULTY MENTORING  
COUNCIL 
MINUTES 

Date: 04/01/2022 
Time: 9am-Noon, via Teams 
Facilitator: Jessica Milford 
Notetaker:  Sarah Paige 

In Attendance 

Jessica Milford, Dan Clancy, Steven Barber, Jessica Quintinita, Howard Triplett, Mansoor Khan, 
Marianne D’Altilio, Sarah Paige, Kristie Fuller, Sal Shimy, Tim Shary (couldn’t get into meeting) 

Visiting:  Sara Hoskin 

FMSC as “committee” within College, not “major council” – update to Guidebook 

Jessica reported that she has gone back into the FMSC Handbook and updated its language to 
reflect that the FMSC is not a “major council.”  Jessica showed it on-screen, and committee 
then voted to accept it as-is; Mansoor motioned to do so, with Steven seconding; no 
abstentions or nays; motion passes. 

 

NFMP Guidebook Updates: 

Kristie brought up the Guidebook on-screen and moved through it, pointing out changes-
made and questions she had for committee: discussion ensued. 

  Kristie will remove the “older” Guidebook document from the Canvas module 
today and add in the version she’s been working on.  make sure to use that work in the final 
document. 

  Committee has until Friday, 4/8, noontime to review it and make any 
suggestions in its Discussion Board.   
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  Kristie will then make changes; allow Sarah to do final-proofread; Kristie will 
email to committee for online vote to OK the NFMP Guidebook for next year’s cohort-start. 

 

Discussion on FMSC serving longtime faculty going forward: 

Jessica discussed collegewide communications and asked the question: Is there a way we can 
serve all faculty at college (new and seasoned) by asking for more-streamlined 
communications from administration? 

 Discussion ensued, with ideas shared:  

update the Titan Today emails to contain more pointed information for faculty 
rather than just event-advertisements; faculty need information to do their job; 

question was asked: should UFF be asking for this, rather than FMSC? 

Have all major-council / committee chairs gather to share information amongst 
them, to then filter it down to faculty --  Jessica will reach out to Laura 
Earle about this idea; 

  Kristie will create a “Collaborative Communication Lines” 
Discussion Board inside the FMSC’s Canvas class, for us to share information / thoughts. 

 

CETL support for “Workshop for Mentors” idea: 

Jessica and Kristie met with Dr. Wayne Stein regarding FMSC’s idea of creating a professional-
development workshop for potential mentors. 

Dr. Stein was supportive of this idea. 

Kristie and Jessica suggested asking him to be the FMSC’s administrative liaison for our 
committee. 

It was noted that the Professional Development Council (PDC) and CETL have to approve our 
workshop application. 

 

“Workshop for Mentors” brainstorming: 

Jessica brought up on-screen the CETL Workshop Application Form.  Kristie created a 
“Workshop for Mentors” Discussion Board inside the FMSC Canvas class. 

Steven spoke on his suggestions, which create an outline of what we could offer: 

 Icebreaker / Program Expectations  30 min. 
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 Resources     30 min. 

 Skills, Techniques, Role-plays  30 min. 

 Reiterating key points / Wrapping up 30 min. 

Sarah’s suggestions (in the Feb. Homework Discussion Board) can be added into Steven’s 
outlines. 

Sarah asked if the workshop has to be only 2 hours, or can it be three?  Discussion ensued. 

Jessica started filling in the Workshop Application Form on-screen; folks added their 
suggestions / wordings.  Kristie copied the form at end of discussion and added it to the 
“Workshop for Mentors” Discussion Board. 

Jessica mentioned creating subcommittee to work over summer on actual-presentation 
creation. 

Suggestion raised to offer a Mentoring-related overview at next / upcoming Welcome Back 
events. 

 Everyone should take time between now and April meeting to brainstorm and 
add more suggestions and research-article links (about what such a Workshop would contain) 
to the Discussion Board. 

  

April 29 meeting needed? 

Jessica asked if we needed to meet in April to keep workshop-creation momentum going; 
everyone said yes. 

Kristie volunteered to be on subcommittee to create presentation; Marianne did too.   
 

New-Chair-of-Committee Discussion: 

Jessica will roll off committee / out of chair position at end of this semester; new chair needed. 

Commitment to be chair is only for 2 years. 

Dan volunteered to do so, but can’t start until Fall 2022 semester; Sarah has volunteered to 
remain Vice Chair. 

Actual vote pushed to April meeting. 

 

General Discussion about Membership & Other Items: 
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Jessica asked committee if we were OK with 11 members, instead of the smaller 7 we used to 
carry?  General consensus was that larger number of faculty is a good idea. 

Question was asked:  Is there a process for working with faculty when there’s a bad relationship 
between mentor/mentee.   

Discussion ensued:  

Yes, there is;  

Kristie spoke about past occurrences and how they were handled;  

how mentoring from outside the mentee’s discipline can actually be good / 
better for mentee’s growth at College. 

Jessica introduced Dr. Sara Hoskin as our guest today; this is one of her committee-visitation 
attendances.  Sara asked question: How long has this committee been around?  [2015 for 
FMSC;  2008 for NFMP]  Sara logged off after this question, for more committee work to then 
occur. 

 

Discussion about 2018-2020 NFMP Cohorts and Lack of Confirmation Details: 

Kristie brought up to the committee that she is having trouble acquiring confirmation details 
related to upcoming tenure applicants from former NFMP Coordinator; Kristie needs these 
details to give OK to tenure applicants from the 2018-2020 cohorts so they can then apply for 
tenure. 

Committee discussed how to handle this situation; suggested decision was to request such 
details from former coordinator once more; if nothing forthcoming in reasonable (two-week 
timespan), then Kristie could “pass” that tenure candidate to HR as having completed the 
NFMP.  Committee held a voice-vote online; “Yes” vote was unanimous. 

 Kristie will load her spreadsheet of these details for all cohorts (she’s worked with, as 
well as notes for ones she didn’t and can’t get details for) as a File in the NFMP Canvas class, as well as 
inside the FMSC Canvas shell too, so future Program Coordinators will have ready access to all 
background information. 

Kristie also had question for committee about a current new-faculty member who submitted an 
outside-EFSC committee meeting as his third for the Committee Visitation Activity – are we OK with 
that?  Discussion ensued, and consensus was that we weren’t; the Committee Visitation Activity was 
meant to inform new-faculty members of the EFSC Committees available to them.  Voice-vote taken 
with “NO” being the answer to Kristie’s question. 

 Kristie will inform new-faculty person of this, AND she will update the language in the 
Guidebook to reflect this view of the committee’s. 
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HOMEWORK: 

Kristie will finish updating the Guidebook by 4/22 and post it in the Canvas shell and email us 
that it’s ready for us to review.  We will vote to accept it at 4/29 meeting. 

Each member should think about joining the subcommittee for creating the actual “Workshop 
for Mentors”; we’ll form that actual subcommittee at 4/29 meeting, so they can work over 
summer on presentation. 

Find evidence-based articles on mentoring to add to Canvas Discussion Board on this topic.  

Brainstorm template options for presentation itself (committee discussed using PowerPoint or 
other softwares (Softchalk mentioned; others exist that Kristie has learned about recently); 
PowerPoint “Notes” area on slides a good “container” for info to enable anyone to give 
workshop down the road. 

 

Meeting ended:  11:48a.m. 

Next meeting:  April 29, 2022 – Teams (Invite TK from Jessica) 

 

Notes respectfully submitted 04-01-2022, smp 
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